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1. Toynbee's Theory 01 "renaissances" 
When considering the problem of the concept of time in the theory of 
civi1zations and history， we can find many of valuable hints in A Study of 
History， the great work of the British historian Arnold J. Toynbee. Especially 
important is his theory of“renaissances" as the encounter of civi1zations “in 
the Time-dimension"， toquote his own terminology. (1) We can find a simi1ar 
idea of “renaissances" in the theoretical works of the German historian Karl 
Lamprecht， as1 have discussed in detai1 in another artic1e dedicated to the Ger-
man historian Kar1 Dietrich Erdmann. (2) In this artic1e， 1 would like to concen-
trate my attention on the theory of the “renaissances" developed by Toynbee. 
As a starting point for my discussion， the fol1owing passages wi1 be 
valuable. In a small chapter entitled “The Mirage of Immorta1ity" at the begin-
ning of chapter (B)“U niversal States as Ends" contained in volume VII of 
A Study of History， Toynbee announces in advance his theory of 
“renaissances"， which he discusses in detai1 in volume X as follows: 
A stiI1 more remarkable testimony to the tenacity of the belief in the im-
mortality of universal states is the paradoxical practice of evoking their 
ghosts after they have proved themselves mortal by expiring. The 'Abbasid 
Caliphate of Bagdad was thus resuscinated in the shape of the 'Abbasid 
Caliphate of Cairo， the Roman Empire in the two rival shapes of the Holy 
Roman Empire of the West and the East Roman Empire of Orthodox 
Christendom; the Empire of the Ts'in and Han Dynasties in the shape of 
the Sui and T' ang Empire of the Far Eastern Society in China. Such ghosts 
of universal states are conspicuous products of the historical phenomenon 
of ‘renaissance' or contact in the Time-dimension between a CIvi1zation of 
the ‘afiliated' class and the extinct civilization that is related to it by ‘ap-
parentation'， and， inthat aspect， they are dealt with in a later part of this 
Study.(3) 
The late professor Yamamoto Shin (1913-1980) of Kanagawa University in 
Yokohama tried to establish a theory of civi1zations which fully explains the 
history of Japan from antiquity to the present.(4) He noted Toynb旬、theoryof 
the ghosts of universal state connected to the theory of “renaissances". His 
artic1e “The Ghost of the Universal State" published in the periodical 
“Studies in Humanities" (Kanagawa University， 1973) is a great help for me in 
untangling the unique construction of Toynbee's theory of civi1zations， 
especially of the encounter of civi1zations in the Time-dimension. Comparing 
the theories of Kar1 Lamprecht， Oswald Spengler， Otto Hintze， Kurt Breysig， 
Gustav Schmoller， Nikolai 1. Konrad， Alfred Weber， Alfred L. Kroeber， 
Rushton Coulborn and Toynbee， Yamamoto stresses Toynbee's creativeness 
in theorizing the acceptance and succession of civi1zations. In this connection， 
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Yamamoto paid special attention to the following passage in volume VII of A 
Study 01 History， which deals with the prestige of the Imperial House of 
Japan. In a small passage with the tit1e “The Riddle of the Prestige of the Im-
perial Office in Japan"， Toynbee comments as follows: 
A similar testimony to the endurance of the prestige of the Ts'in and 
Han Empire is perhaps afforded by the history of the Imperial House of 
Japan. 
At an earlier point in this Study an explanation has been offered for the 
ebbing away of power from the Imperial Government in Yamato to the 
feudal nobility in the Kwanto. We have stil to explain why an Imperial 
House which exercised effective authority for les than three hundred years 
after the reorganization of the Imperial Government on a Chinese model in 
A.D. 645 should have survived for another thousand years in impotence as 
the sole fount of honour and dispenser of legitimacy. All the de facto 
rulers of J apan， since the time in the tenth century of the Christian Era 
when the Imperial Government had lost control， had felt it necessary to do 
their ruling in the Emperior's name. At the time of writing， an utterly vic-
torious occupying Power was finding it convenient to administer the coun-
try through a native Japanese Government acting in the name of the 
Emperor of the day. 
This extraordinary vitality of the prestige of the Japanese Imperial 
House had been attributed by the J apanese themselves to their own oficial 
belief that the Imperial Family were descendants， inunbroken line， from 
the Sun Goddess Amaterasu. But， though， no doubt， this myth went back 
to the dawn of Japanese history， the deliberate exploitation of it for a 
political purpose seemed to be no older than the Meiji Period， when the 
new masters of Japan， who had wrested the defecto power from the last of 
the Tokugawa shoguns in A.D. 1868 and had appropriated to themselves 
the manipulation of the indispensable Imperial puppet under pretence of 
‘restoring' him to the status enjoyed by his forefathers， were concerned to 
enhance the prestige of the institution in whose name they had to rule. 
Moreover， the Emperor Hirohito did not seem to have forfeited his hold 
on the allegiance of the Japanese people by his public declaration to them， 
on New Year's Day 1946， that he was not a god but a man. It therefore 
looked as if there were some firm foundation， other than the Sun Goddess 
myth， for the immense esteem which the Imperial House had continued to 
enjoy through al vicissitudes of their fortunes and Japan's， and this foun-
dation might perhaps be discovered in the historic ‘reception'， inA.D. 645， 
of the Chinese Imperial Constitution of that age. This bureaucratic system 
of administration was far too elaborate and refine 
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Han Empire， which had been the Sinic Society's universal state. On this 
showing， the J apanese Imperial Office in the twentieth century of the Chris-
tian Era was living on poIitical capital that had been accumulated by Han 
Liu Pang in the second century B.C.(5) 
As Yamamoto says， Toynbee is discussing here “the riddle of the prestige 
of the Imperia1 Office in Japan" based on his theory of“renaissances". He 
quotes the case of J apan as an example of“the mirage of immorta1ity" of the 
universa1 state， inthis case the Han Dynasty (B.C. 202-A.D. 220).(6) 
Toynbee discusses his theory of “renaissances" more in detail in volume 
IX (Chapter X. Contacts between Civi1zations in Time [Renaissances]). He in-
sists on using the word “renaissance" not as a proper name (“the 
Renaissance")， but as “renaissances". These renaissances are according to 
him the encounters of civi1zations in the Time-dimension. And he identifies 
three distinct varieties among these “contacts in Time".(7) They are: (a) en-
counters between parti回 belonging to different， but consequtive， 
generations，仰(b)other encounters “in which the parties are the same， but in 
which the encounter takes place at a date when the party representing an older 
generation is no longer alive， and is therefore only able to participate as a 
ghost evoked by a living necromancer" ，(9) and (c) other encounters “in which 
one of the parts is likewise played by a ghost， but this by a ghost of the 
necromancer's own past self， and not by the ghost of one of his parents."(lO) 
The encQunters of type (a) are those of the kind he cals “Apparentation -
and-Affiliation" ，“between pa此iesbelonging to different， but consequtive 
generations whose lives have partly overlapped in the Time-dimension. There 
meets the parent civilization with the successive civilization which is its chi1d. 
The encounters of the type (b) are what he ca11s “renaissances". The en-
counters of type (c) are what he cals “Archaism" .(1) 
Here 1 would like to quote some passages which show how Toynbee sees 
the renaissance in China. On the ghost of the universal state in China he says: 
The ghost of a Sinic universal state that had been embodied in the Ts'in 
and Han Empire returned to haunt an afiliated Far Eastern Society in the 
shape of the Sui and T'ang Empire; and， when the main body of the Far 
Easern Society propagated an offshot on to Japanese soil， this Sinic 
poIitical incubus was exported to Yamato in A.D. 645 as an indispensable 
pie閃 inthe ∞nventional suite of contemporary Chinese cultural furniture， 
to play a weird role in its doubly exotic new environment overseas.(12) 
This passage corresponds， ashis footnote shows， exactly to the passage 
discussing the riddle ofthe prestige ofthe Imperial Office in Japan. We can see 
clearly the fact that Toynbee divides Chinese civilization into two distinct 
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civilizations， the “Sinic" civilization from the remote past up to its phase of 
the universal state in the Ts'in and Han Empire and the “Far Eastern" civiliza-
tion beginning with the Sui Empire (A.D. 581-618) and T'ang Empire (A.D. 
618-907). Thus Chinese civilization is divided by Toynbee into two generations 
with a large interregnum characterized by the invasion of the northern bar-
barians. Relying on the work of the Chinese philosopher of the twentieth cen-
tury Fung Yu・lan，A Short History of Chinese Philosophy (New York: 1948)， 
Toynbee. thinks that the “renaissance" of philosophies in China began with 
the Neoconfucian thinkers Han YU and Li Ao， that is to say in the second half 
of the 8th century. (13) 
Toynbee describes this new movement within Chinese Confucianism as 
follows: 
This process of re-eliciting a philosophy out of a cut-and-dried oficial ex-
amination-subject was started， after the T'ang regime's partial recovery 
from its first convulsion half way through the eighth century of the Chris-
tian Era， by the Neoconfucian thinkers Han YU (vivebat A.D. 768-824) 
and Li Ao (mortuus circa A.D. 844); and， after this Neoconfucianism had 
branched in the eleventh century into two schools that were first differen-
tiated by the brothers Ch'eng Yi (vivebat A.D. 1033-1108) and Ch'eng 
Hao (vivebat A.D. 1032-85)， the younger brother's‘School of Principles' 
was carried to its culmination by Chu Hsi (vivebat A.D. 1130-1200)， while 
the elder brother's‘School of Mind' culminated in the thought of Wang 
Shou-jen (vivebat A.D. 1473-1529). This Far Eastern Neoconfucianism 
began and ended with declarations of dissent from both Taoism and the 
恥1ahayana.(14) 
On this point， Toynbee quotes and affirms the view of Fung Yu-lan that 
“we can say that the Neoconfucianists more consistently adhere to the fun-
damental ideas of Taoism and Buddhism than do the Taoists and Buddhists 
themselves. They are more Taoistic than the Taoists， and more Buddhistic 
than the Buddhists. "(15) Thus Toynbee thinks that Neoconfucianism， which 
began with Han YU and culminated in the thoughts of Chu Hsi and Wang 
Shou-jen， was deeply influenced by both Taoism and especially by Mahaya-
nian Buddhism. And also according to Toynbee， this Neoconfucianism was 
the typical philosophical current of the Chinese renaissance. 
Yamamoto pays attention to the astonishing similarity concerning the inter-
pretation of renaissance in China between Toynbee and the Russian orientalist 
Nikolai 1. Konrad.(16) In fact， Konrad defines the Chinese renaissance as begin-
ning with Han YU and ending with Wang Shou-jen. According to Konrad's 
work “Zapad i Vostok" (The West and the East) (Moscow， 1966)， the most 
representative philosophy of the Chinese renaissance is the philosophy of the 
Neoconfucian thinkers in the Sung Dynasty (A.D. 960-1279) such as Chou 
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Tun-I (A.D. 1017-1073)， Chang Tsai (A.D. 1020-1077)， Ch'eng Hao， Ch'eng 
Yi and Chu Hsi. He also adds Liu Chiu-yuan， who opposed the theory of Chu 
Hsi. Liu was a successor to the idea of Ch'eng Yi， and Liu's philosophical view 
was later succeeded and elaborated by Wang Shou-jen.(l7) In spite of these ap-
parent similarities existing between the opinions of Toynbee and Konrad， we 
should not overlook one difference. Konrad thinks that the “secularization' ， 
of the Chinese civilization occured during the reign of the Sung Dynasty and 
this secularization was executed by these N eoconfucian philosophers. (18) 
Toynbee， on the contrary， relying mainly on Fung Yu-lan， rates highly the in-
fluence of the Mahayanian Buddhist philosophy in the form of Ch'anism. He 
says: 
The channel through which a would-be revival of Confucianism imbib-
ed the spirit of the Mahayana was the Ch'an School of Mahayanian Bud-
dhism， which had struck root on Far Eastern ground in the Early T'ang 
Age.. . 
The particular potency of the Ch'an School of Mahayanian philosophy 
in informing and inspiring a post-Buddhaic Confucian school of Far 
Eastern thought was due， not merely to the external accident that 
Ch'anism happened to be in fashion in the Far East at the time when the 
Neoconfucian Movement was initiated， but also to the fact that an Indic 
Dhyana which had struck root on Far Eastern ground had gone a long 
way， inthis new cu1tural environment， towards adapting its ethics to a Con-
fucian moral climate.(19) 
In Toynbee's view of Chinese Buddhism as strongly influencing Confu-
cianism we can see his high estimation of and respect for Buddhism as one of 
what he calls “the higher religions". 
In an English summary attached to his article discussing the view of 
Konrad， Reischauer， Toynbee and Ortega， with the title “Two Types of 
Secularization"， Yamamoto takes a bird's-eye view of the issues， ofseculariza-
tion， renaissance and modernity: 
The author (Yamamoto) suggested the existence of the three types of 
“secularization" in his recent book Toynbee and the Issues 01 the Theory 
01 Civilization. (20) First， the cause of secularization is the confiict between 
the religious power and martial power， second， the renaissance， and lastly 
the confiict between orthodoxy and heterodoxy. Many civi1zations 
(Western， Greco-Roman， Byzantine， Russian， Chinese， Korean， Japanese， 
Andean etc.) had experienced the secularization through which politics， 
economics and cu1ture had been emancipated from religion， inthe middle 
stage of their courses. This monograph is designed to supplement it 
(Yamamoto's above mentioned work・・ーMiyake).
In the second cycle of the Chinese Civi1zation the cause of the 
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secularization is the renaissance which occurred in the age of Sung. This 
view is re-examined by the author by referring to Nikolai Konrad: The 
West and the East and E. Reischauer: East Asia.(21) The type which the 
renaissance leads to secularization， appeared in a typical form in the sec-
ond cycle of the Chinese Civilization. This type appeared， though partial-
ly， inthe ltalian Renaissance， because it is the secularized ancient culture 
which the renaissance revives. Real modernity， however， does not come un-
til the renaissance is surmounted. The “Quarrel of the Ancients and 
Moderns" in French and English literature in the 17th century may be a 
trial to overcome the ancient and then the renaissance， asArnold J. Toyn-
bee assumes. In the Chinese Civilization the “Literary Revolution" of 1917 
succeeded to overcome the traditional Confucianism by the reception 
of modern thoughts of the West. 
On the other hand， inthe peripheral civilization， the cause of seculariza・
tion is the diffusion of the secularization which the neighbouring major 
civilization had experienced. The ltalian (Roman) Civilization was 
secularized through direct diffusion of secular Hellenism after the Second 
Punic War and was absorbed by the Hellenic Civilization. Similar 
securalization of the peripheral civilization is found in the Korean Civiliza-
tion which was secularized by the in自uenceof the secularized Yuan Dynas-
ty (Yuan Dynasty 1271-1368 founded by the Mongoliansー Miyake).On 
the secularization of the Roman people， An Interpretation 01 the World 
History by Ortega y Gasset offers us a valuable biography， namely， 
biography of Roman Civilization. Ortega points out that the nation which 
lost the traditional faith like the Roman people is modernized and then 
secularized. Ortega's interpretation suggests us the contemporaneousness 
or contemporaneity of the ancient and the modern， the secularization of 
peripheral civilization as well as the negative attitude to the secularization 
which the religious men， especially Catholic thinkers， share.(2) 
The problem of “secularization"， and especially the secularization of 
peripheral civilizations， which is treated in the third part of Yamamoto's sum-
mary， isitself an important problem of the theory of civi1zations. However， to
discuss this problem in detail would bring us too far. Therefore， 1would like to 
discuss another problem which has much to do with the concept oftime， that is 
to say “the quarrel of the Ancients and Moderns" ， which is treated in the sec-
ond part of Yamamoto's summary. 
11. The Quarrel 01 the Ancients and Moderns 
Both Toynbee and Yamamoto quote the following passage from the 
classical work of John B. Bury， The Idea of Progress: An Inquiry into its 
Growth and Origin. (23) This passage discusses the meaning of the period which 
is， according to Bury，“conveniently" called the Renaissance. (24) The passage 
goes as follows: 
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But in discarding medieval naivete and superstition， inassuming a freer 
attitude towards theological authority， and in developing a new conception 
of the value of individual personality， men looked to the guidance of 
Greek and Roman thinkers， and called up the spirit of the ancient world to 
exorcise the ghosts of the dark ages. Their minds were thus directed 
backwards to a past civilization which， inthe ardour of new discovery， and 
in the reaction against medievalism， they enthroned as ideal; and a new 
authority was set up， the authority of ancient writers. 1n general specula-
tion the men of the Renaissance followed the tendencies and adopted many 
of the prejudices of Greek philosophy. Although some great discoveries， 
with far-reaching， revolutionary consequences， were made in this period， 
most active minds were engaged in rediscovering， elaborating， criticising， 
and imitating what was old. It was not til the closing years of the 
Renaissance that speculation began to seek and fel its way towards new 
points of departure. It was not til then that a serious reaction set in against 
the deeper influence of medieval thought.(2S) 
Thus the renaissance is thought to have the tendency to hinder and stifle the 
free development of the human spirit. Bury， Toynbee and Yamamoto are of 
the opinion that this process in the intellectual history of the Quarrel of the An-
cients and Moderns is a necessary stage for the development of the human 
spirit to overcome the stifling effect of a renaissance. An American sociologist， 
Robert Nisbet， describes the essence of this dispute as follows: 
However absurd this controversy may seem today， it had great impor-
tance in the minds of its participants in the seventeenth century， who in-
cluded writers of the stature of Boileau， Swift， Bentley， and Perrault. 
Moreover， this is the literary battle from which the modern idea of pro-
gress emergedー inthe judgment at least of Auguste Comte in the nine-
teenth century and J. B. Bury (in his Idea 01 Progress) in the twentieth. 
Bury gives the Quarrel two whole chapters and accords one of its com-
batants， Fontenelle in France， the honor of being “the first to formulate 
the idea of the progress of knowledge as a complete doctrine." We know 
better than that today， but al the same the event has its ful share of impor同
tance in the history of the idea of progress. 
The ，batt1e or quarrel was waged around this question: which are 
superior， the literary， philosophical， and scientific works of classical 
Greece and Rome， or， instead， the works of the modern world; that is， the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries? The battle was begun in Italy at the 
very beginning of the seventeenth century when the brilliant Tassoni， inhis 
Miscellaneous Thoughts (1620) attacked Homer for al the faults of plot， 
characterization， and language he could find. No writer in his day， Tassoni 
declaimed， could survive for a moment if he made use of the ridiculous im-
ages and the unlikely occurences which figure in The llIiad and The 
Odyssey. Tassoni went even farther. Modern writers are superior on the 
whole to al of those who composed their “classics" in the ancient world. 
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Tassoni may have started the battle， but the real ground proved to be 
France and England. It was in these two countries that the defenders of the 
ancients such as Boileau and Temple and in considerable degree Swift did 
fiercest battle with the Perraults， Fontenelles， and others who insisted that 
nothing done in ancient times could possibly be as fine in quality as that of 
the modern age.(26) 
In Toynbee's opinion， the ghost of the past， which is resuscitated by a 
“renaissance" ， isapt to “stifle the growth of a new and origina1 culture" . (27)It 
was， according to him， this quarrel and the victory of “the moderns" in this 
quarrel， which “carried the Western Civilization out of an Early Modern into 
a Late Modern chapter of its history" .(28) According to Yamamoto， the com-
plete resuscination of the Confucian tradition in the Chinese renaissance， 
which began in the eighth century in China with Han Yu as its pioneer and 
自ourishedin the Sung Dynasty (A.D. 960-1279)，(29) stifled the growth of a new 
and creative culture. (30) The Confucian tradition wielded too strong an in-
fluence in China. K'ang Yu-wei， the great reformer of the Chinese cultura1 
tradition， choose to reinterpret the ancient texts of Confucius， avoiding to 
make a frontal attack on them. Itwas through this reinterpretation， that K'ang 
preached the necessity to reform and modernize the culture and political in-
stitutions of China. (31) 
Yamamoto classifies both Russian Civilization and J apanese Civilization 
into the category of “periphera1 civilizations" (Philip Bagby) accepting the 
c1assification proposed by Philip Bagby. Peripheral civi1zations， says Bagby， 
are the civilizations strongly influenced by neighbouring “major civi1za-
tions". Yamamoto further insists that Russian Civilization is a peripheral to 
Byzantine Civilization. Similarly J apanese Civilization is according to him a 
peripheral to the second cyc1e of Chinese Civilization beginning with the Sui 
Dynasty (A.D. 581-618) and the Tang Dynasty (A.D. 618-907). In cases of 
periphera1 civi1zation， the influence of the renaissance seems not so strong or 
stifling to the development of a new creative culture. Both major civilizations， 
the second cyc1e of Chinese Civilization and Byzantine Civilization， were 
nearly stifled by the renaissances of dead civilizations. But Japanese Civiliza-
tion， Yamamoto points out， succeeded in establishing its own characteristics in 
the later ha1f of the ninth century and in the tenth century. (32) Yamamoto 
speculates that Russian Civilization became independent from Byzantine 
Civilization after the fal of Constantinople in 1453， and then began to look 
for its own identity. The idea of Moscow as the “Third Rome" is a token of 
this independence. (3) 
Nevertheless， the influence of the major civilization on the peri 
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tuals， even in the later Tokugawa period. In this connection， Sakuma Shozan 
(A.D. 1811-1864， usually ca1ed Shozan) is noteworthy. He started as an町・
dent researcher of the phi1osophy of Chu Hsi， and then became expert in the 
Western natura1 sciences. He tried to harmonize these two sorts of learning 
and believed that he had succeeded. Let me quote from an excellent intellectual 
history by J apanese phi1osopher Kosaka Masaaki. He says about Sakuma: 
We must not forget that Shozan's awareness of the crisis facing Japan 
at the time of the Morrison incident (A.D. 1837)， his view of foreign coun-
tries， and especially of England， were al conditioned by the recently ended 
Opium War. Two years later， in1844， Shδzan began reading Dutch books 
and his opinion of the Western countries speedily changed. And in another 
five years， in1849， Shozan proposed to the Matsushiro clan (he was a 
Samurai of the Matsushiro clan-Miyake) that the Dutch-Japanese dic-
tionary， which had been prepared from Halma's original Dutch-French dic-
tionary， be printed as a clan enterprise. This dictionary was indispensable 
for students of Western learning at that time and was circulating in 
manuscript form. It took one person a year to copy the entire volume. 
Shδzan emphasized that it was necessary to have a knowledge of condi-
tions in foreign countries. His position was that the Chinese underestima-
tion of foreign countries-calling the people barbarians and thinking only 
their own country good-had led to“the defeat ofthe country of the Duke 
of Chou and Confucius." . . <34) 
From the description above we can state that Shozan's thought was 
significant because he was a Confucian. Specifical1y， he emerged from the 
Chu Hsi school and later paved the way for modern experimental science in 
Japan. Originally he studied the Sung school of Confucianism and was 
especial1y interested in Shao Kang-chieh. Shozan did not like the Wang 
Yang-ming schooI of thought and felt that the Oshio Heihachirδuprising 
in Osaka was symptomatic of the weak points of this school of thought. 
Shozan's natural philosophy was in accord with Chu Hsi's principles of 
Nature. 
Dutch learning greatIy broadened Shozan's vision. He traveled to Edo 
to study in 1833 and became a student of Sato Isai. Later he wrote the 
foIIowing in his Dai lsai Sensei lboku (Posthumous Autographs on Isai): 
The master (Issai) stressed the Wang Yang-Ming school and did 
not like Chu Hsi's conception of the Principles of Nature， whereas 
1， having mainly accepted Chu Hsi's system， explored with this the 
Principles of Nature. . . 1 supplemented the deficiencies of Chinese 
thought with European thought. And for these reasons 1 completely 
differed from the master. 
In his letters and other writing there early appeared words like僻:peri-
ment， experience and observation. He wrote: 
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Whenever one looks in Western writings they al stress exact ex-
perimental methodology. And using methods like these it is possible 
to produce splendid crystal-like glass， wine， and it is possible to 
raise si1kworms without damage. . . 
He also wrote，“European scholars respect observation and have long 
ago destroyed frauds." 
It may seem strange to us that Shozan attempted to explain the prin-
ciples of gunnery on the basis of the 1 Ching (Book of Devination)， and yet 
his ultimate objective was a mathematical experimental science. ln connec-
tion with this， hesaid，“Mathematics is the basis of al science." What we 
see here is a transition in him from the rationalism of Confucianism to the 
mathematical natural science of modern Europe. 
We must now examine Shozan's conception of the relationship between 
Eastern and Western learning. He wrote in the Seikenroku: 
The superior man has five joys: the joy of living with one's 
parents and one's brothers in health; the joy of serving Heaven 
without dishonor and not causing dishonor to one's inferiors; the 
joy of partaking in the education of superior youth; the joy of being 
born after the unfolding of Western learning and thus knowing 
things which the ancient sages did not know; the joy of being able to 
benefit the people and acknowledge one's gratitude to the country 
by means of Eastern morality and Western arts and sciences. 
And to make the meaning more specific he wrote in a leter: 
lt is inevitable that Chinese learning by itself is disparaged as 
baseless. Western learning by itself contains no investigation into 
the principles of morality. Therefore， even if one accomplishes 
great things which astound people， sti1 these things are separate 
from the deeds of the ancient sages. If the gap between Western and 
Chinese learning is not closed it wi1 be dificult to achieve perfec-
tion. 
Shozan expressed this concept of the interdependence of the two learnings 
in a poem he wrote: 
Eastern morality， Western technique 
Mutually complete a circular pattern: 
The girth of the earth is ten thousand Ri(35) 
Half of it should not be missing! 
He also said:“Unifying morality and technology-Asia and Europeー is
like completing a circle. If one part is missing， the circle remains in-
complete." Shozan did not assume that Eastern morality was superior to 
Western technology; he wanted to join the two together. In a leter to Ka-
tsu Kaishu， he wrote: 
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We aspire to Western learning not for the purpose of political ad・
ministration， but only to adopt technical skils. It is a guarantee 
against underestimating the Westerners. 
Shozan did not go beyond regarding the West as a machine civilization 
and the East as spiritual. Nor can we deny the easygoingness of his踊sump-
tion that such an integration is feasible. This kind of J apanese thought per-
sisted through the Meiji period (1868-1912) and we ought not to reproach 
Shδzan for this. Indeed， despite the a1teration of the form of this problem， 
it remained a fundamental problem of intellectual history throughout the 
Meiji period. (36) 
Toynbee ta1ks of “a pair of polar standpoints" in an encounter between 
two contemporary civilizations. The victim of the assault of an aggressive 
civilization has according to him a choice between “two alternative reac-
tions". He characterizes these two reactions “Zea1ots" and “Herodians" ， 
“two J ewish parties in the Pa1estinian province of the Syriac Wor1d in the time 
of Christ that appear in the New Testament" .(37) 
Minamoto Ryoen， former professor of International Christian University 
in Tokyo， says in his book Tokugawa gδrishugi no keifu (The Genea10gy of 
the Rationa1ism in Japal1l of the Tokugawa Period 1603-1868) that Sakuma 
Shozan (A.D. 1811-64) was the forerunner of the “Herodians" among the 
samurai in Japan in the Tokugawa period. Minamoto also points out that a 
“Zealot" in almost the 期限period，Ohashi Totsuan (A.D. 1816・山62)，started 
from just the same standpointωShδzan and came to the quite opposite conclu-
sion. The st町tingpoint of both Shozan and Ohashi was the Neoconfucian 
philosophy founded by Chu Hsi.(38) We should not forget that this Neoconfu-
cian philosophy was regarded as an “orthodoxy" of learning， authorized by 
the Tokugawa government. 
Minamoto finds in China under the later Ts'ing Dynasty a “Herodian" 
very much akin to Sakuma Shozan， Wei Yuan (1794-1856). Wei perceived the 
nucleus of the overwhelming strength of Western civilization to be its science 
and technology. Experiencing China's miserable defeat in the Opium War 
(A.D. 1840-42)， he published a book of geography based on the work of the 
American missionary Elijah Coleman Bridgman (A.D. 1801-61)， and insisted 
on importing into China Western science and technology. Minamoto also sug-
gests that a comparative study of the “Herodianism" in J apan， China and 
Korea in the later eighteenth and nineteenth century is necessary. (39) 
Wers book influenced Shozan， but Shozan went further th卸 Wei.He not 
only preached the necessity to learn Western science and technology， but he 
himself learned the Dutch language and studied Western mathematics， physics 
and gunnery. He experimented with cannons. Minamoto says that Shozan is in 
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some way simi1ar to Peter the Great of Russia: they both tried hard to import 
scientific and technological civilization of the West into' non-Western 
countries.(40) Shozan was assassinated， and though the assassin has never been 
identified， it is certain that Shozan's“Herodian" way of living irritated the 
“Zealots" in Japan. 
Shδzan believed that he had succeeded in harmonizing Confucian morality 
and the Western technology， or， toput it more symbolically， inharmonizing 
Chu Hsi and Isaac Newton. Shozan's mental attitude is， asthe final sentence 
of the quotation above insists， representative of the mental attitude of intellec-
tuals in Japan in the later Tokugawa and Meiji periods. Was it because 
Japanese Civilization was a peripheral civilization that such mental attitude 
was able to prevai1? What was the situation in another peripheral civilization 
of Chinese Civilization， namely Korean Civilization? What was the situation 
in Vietnamese Civilization， a third peripheral civilization? Was it because 
Chinese Civilization was a major civilization that China was so slow in Wester-
nization? There arise many interesting questions. Let me quote here some 
highly interesting remarks by Professor Minamoto， who recently wrote a 
biography of Sakuma Shozan referred to in this chapter. These remarks seem 
to hint at some answers to these questions. Minamoto spoke as a discussant in 
the second plenary meeting of the joint research project “Compartive Studies 
on the Economic and Social Development and Modernization in East Asia" ， 
September 16-18， 1988. 
There are largely three patterns of modernization. (1) The West Euro-
pean countries， for example， found chances for modernization within 
themselves. (2) Japan， South Korea and China failed， for some reason， to
start modernization by themselves until they came in contact with pattern-l 
countries， despite their gifted potentialities for modernization. (3) Asian-
African countries began to challenge modernization only after they ac-
quired independence in the post-war period. 
It should be noted regarding pattern-2 countries that they could not pro-
ceed to modernity except through the medium of traditional culture. Con-
fucianism was typica1 of such a medium. Thus Confucianism is more 
positive toward social and political afairs than any other religion in 
Asia.(41) 
Commenting on a report by Wang Chia・hua，(42)Minamoto says: 
. Confucianism worked negatively on modernization in China， but in 
Japan it acted as a substitute for the mental civilization which had fallen 
behind material civilization. (43) 
The victory of“the Moderns" in the “Quarrel of the Ancients and 
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Moderns" in Italy， France and England as well as the prevailing of the “Hero-
dianism" among the intellectuals in Japan signifies the fact that the 
“renaissances" in Western Europe and in Japan did not fully succeed. Accord-
ing to Yamamoto's view it is because both regions belong to peripheral 
civilizations.(44) Perrault， Fontenelle and Sakuma Shozan are in this sense “con-
temporaries"， we might say. 
So far I have discussed the relation of the cultural legacy of the past to 
modernization using the term “peripheral civilization" as opposed to“major 
civilization". Just like the problem of renaissances， this relation is also a con-
tact of the past and the present in the time欄dimension.
Now let me proceed to another major issue as regards the concept of time 
as a problem of the theory of civilizations and history. It is the issue of the 
periodization of the history of a civilization. 
II. The Periodization 01 Japanese Civilization 
Japanese philosopher， Ueyama Shunpei， former professor of Kyoto Uni-
versity， proposes a periodization of the history of Japanese Civilization in the 
first volume of The History 01 Japanese Civilization. His periodization is 
based on a theory of three stages of history in human society in genera1. Accor-
ding to him， these three stages are: 
1) nαtural society， corresponding to the period of stone implements. 
2) agrarian society， starting with the “agrarian revolution". The agrarian 
revolution is identical with the establishment of large scale irrigation cultiva-
tion in the lowlands of large rivers， such as the Nile， the Indus and the Yellow 
Rivers. The agrarian revolution， since about B.C. 4000， produced cities， states， 
writing and metal implements. The stage of agrarian society can roughly be 
divided into the two periods. Until the tenth century A.D.， the central figures 
in history were large empires on the Eurasian Continent， two Chinese empires， 
the Han Empire (B.C. 202-A.D. 220) and the Tang Empire， and the Roman 
Empire. From the tenth century on， new types of states emerged in the moist 
wooded regions on the periphery of the Eurasian Continent. The states in 
Western Europe and Japan are remarkable among them. The feudal system de-
veloped in both regions and it developed in a genuine form only in these 
regions. The German historian Otto Hintze and the Japanese cultural an-
thropologist Umesao Tadao suggest that some common elements exist between 
the feudal system in Western Europe and that in Japan. 
3) industrial society. This stage begins with the industrial revolution. It is to 
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be noted that Ueyama's term “industrial revolution" is far wider than Arnold 
Toynbee's. According to Ueyama， the industrial revolution is not completed， 
as Toynbee would insist， but is stil going on. This revolution is a fundamental 
change of society and civi1zation and in its centre lies the systematic 
mechanization of the methods of production.(4S) 
Ueyama divides human civilization into two periods， namely， the First 
Civilization， corresponding to stage 2) of human society， and the Second 
Civilization， corresponding to stage 3). 
Based on these preliminary considerations， Ueyama tries to make a 
periodization of the history of Japanese Civilization. About A.D. 700， 
J apanese society entered into the period of the First Civilization. The strong 
impact of Chinese Civilization of Tang Dynasty enabled the gradually ripening 
natural society to enter stage 2). Ueyama thinks that the making of the Taiho 
Ritsuryo (Taiho Code completed in the first year ofthe Taiho period， i.e.A.D. 
701) is most important as the event which symbolizes the establishment of the 
First Civilization in Japan. The Taiho Code is an imitation of the code of the 
Tang Empire. In imitating the Chinese code， Japanese politicalleaders of that 
time added important changes with the aim of avoiding the influence of the 
idea of “Revolution" in the Chinese sense of the word.(46) According to 
Ueyama， the system of the Taiho Code and the Yoro Code， a revised version 
of the former established in the second year of the Yoro pe-riod， A.D. 718， 
were formally preserved until the Meiji Restoration of 1868. Ueyama says that 
Japan entered into the period of the Second Civi1zation about A.D. 1900. The 
Emperor System under the Ritsuryδinstitutions was changed into the system 
of constitutional monarchy by the promulgation of the Meiji Constitution in 
1889， and the industrial revolution in Japan began atthe end of the nineteenth 
century. (47) 
As regards the problem of peripheral civilization， Ueyama insists that 
Japanese Civilization started at about A.D. 700 as a peripheral civilization of 
Chinese Civilization， and further that Western Civilization started as a 
peripheral civilization of Greco-Roman Civilization. These two civilizations 
have one thing in common， he says， that they started as peripheral civi1za-
tions. But， also according to him， Western Civilization played the role of 
pioneer in establishing the period of the Second Civilization， very much similar 
to the role of Mesopotamian Civilization in establishing the period of the First 
Civi1zation. He criticizes both Oswald Spengler and Arnold J. Toynbee in that 
they did not divide the historical development of human civilization into these 
two periods. Also according to Ueyama， just as Western Civilization establish-
ed 
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by about A.D. 1000， the civilization of the Tang Dynasty having ceased to in-
fluence Japan because of its dec1ine and extinction (A.D. 907). The Genji-
monogatari (The Tale of Genji)， written by the court lady Murasaki Shikibu 
(A.D. 978-1016)， isthe most typical monument of this period.(48) 
Ueyama's periodization of the history of Japanese Civi1zation is highly 
thought-provoking and strongly persuasive. Nevertheless， 1should 1ike to offer 
some reservations. Ueyama insists that Japanese Civi1zation was “Japanized" 
and had established its own characteristic nature by about A.D. 1000.1 am of 
the opinion that Japanese Civilization continued to be strongly influenced by 
Chinese Civi1zation after that period， and， particularly during the Tokugawa 
period (A.D. 1603-1868)， the influence of the Neoconfucian philosophy was 
very strong. If J apanese Civilization had established its nature so ear1y as 
Ueyama insists， it would not be appropriate to characterize Japanese Civi1za-
tion as a “periphera1 civilization". Ueyama a1so insists that at about A.D. 
1900， Japanese Civi1zation changed its course and became a periphera1 civi1za-
tion of Western Civi1zation.(49) This view a1so seems to be too sweeping. It is 
necessary to scrutinize diverse aspects of J apanese Civilization. Ueyama 
stresses the aspect of political organization and technology. Concerning the 
spiritual aspect， Ueyama pays attention to the parallelism between Dostoevsky 
and the Japanese philosopher Nishida Kitarδ(A.D. 1870-1945).(50) But more 
detailed debates seem to be necessary in order to take into ∞nsideration many 
aspects and levels of Japanese Civi1zation. 
1 hope that throughout the above three chapters 1 have succeeded to some 
extent in pointing out the importance of such terms as “renaissances" ，“ghost 
of the past" ，‘Herodianism in Japan" and “periphera1 civi1zations"， a1of 
which have much to do with the concept of time as a problem in the theory of 
civi1zations and history. (51) 
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